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Ceiling Fixture
No. 5403/3

Please make sure that the following parts for ceiling fixture are enclosed:
1. Fixture including crossbar strap

2. Glass shade

3. Bulbs:  3x 60 Watt Halopin, Frosted by Osram.  Order Code: 9250*060-HPNFR

Be sure to turn off the circuit breaker before installing this fixture.
It is recommended that this fixture be installed and hung by a licensed electrician. 

Mounting Instructions & Diagram
1. Disconnect power to the outlet box before installation. 

2. Locate and loosen the two phillips screws (B) to release fixture from the crossbar strap (A). 
Turn fixture counter-clockwise to release. NOTE:  DO NOT REMOVE THE SCREWS COMPLETELY.

3. Mount the crossbar strap (A) to the outlet box.

4. Connect the wires from the fixture (C) with the wires in the outlet box according to generally 
accepted electrical standards.

5. Align the notches in the fixture (C) with 
the screws (B) loosened in Step 2.  Push 
the fixture up and turn clockwise to 
install it on the crossbar strap (A).

6. To secure the fixture to the crossbar 
strap, tighten the two screws (B).

7. Install the bulbs (D), by pushing them 
straight into the sockets (E).

8. To install the glass (G), put it on the 
fixture (C) and turn each socket (E) 
outwards.  This will allow enough room 
for the three-prong spanner (F) to be 
put in place.  Secure spanner (F) with 
the aluminum stem (H) by screwing the 
stem (H) into place. 

9. Complete the fixture by screwing the 
finished glass cover plate (J) onto the 
aluminum stem (H).

Care Instructions
Use only a soft, dry cloth to clean.  If necessary, a slightly damp, soft cloth can be used to spot 
clean.  Do not use common household cleaners on lamps or fixtures, as the lacquer on the outside 
of the brass may be damaged as a result.  Enjoy your new Holtkötter lamp.
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